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Abstract 
Deductive database query languages for recursively typed complex objects based on the set 
and tuple constructs are studied. A fundamental characteristic of such complex objects is that 
in them, sets may contain members with arbitrarily deep nesting of tuple and set constructs. 
Relative to mappings from flat relations to flat relations, two extensions of COL in this context 
(with stratified semantics and inflationary semantics, respectively) are shown to have the ex- 
pressive power of computable queries. Although the deductive calculus of Bancilhon and 
Khoshafian has the ability to simulate Turing machines, when restricted to flat input and out- 
put its expressive power is characterized by a weak variant of the conjunctive queries. 0 1998 
Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
1. Introduction 
In database management systems, data models and their associated query lan- 
guages provide a means to organize and manipulate large quantities of data. As a 
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pioneer model, the relational data model [20] suits business applications where data 
can be represented mostly as tables or relations. However, other applications such as 
software engineering. CAD/CAM, and scientific applications demand richer models 
and languages since their data are too complex to fit into relations. Among the im- 
portant extensions to the relational data model is the set (or grouping) construct that 
arises: (i) in the non-first normal form relations or complex objects with calculus-like 
query languages [37,47,3], with relational algebra extensions [24,1,50,21,3], or with 
deductive languages [41,40,14,5], and (ii) in semantic data models [31,49,6,42] (see 
also [30]). In summary, there are two fundamentally different ways to incorporate 
sets into database structures: 
1. Non-recursive types, in which case all elements in the domain of a given type 
have bounded nesting depth of the tuple and set constructs. Examples include the 
models that support homogeneous sets [24,1,50,47,41,3,6,42] (see also [35]), or finite- 
ly heterogeneous sets, as in COL [5]. 
2. Recursive types, which permit elements in the domain of a given type to have 
arbitrarily deep nesting depth of the constructs. This approach was pioneered in Da- 
tabase Logic [37], and used in a number of investigations, including e.g., LDL [14], 
FAD 4 [lo], the deductive calculus of Bancilhon and Khoshafian [13], the “Set The- 
oretic Data Model” of Gemstone [19,45], and also the “directory query language” 
DL of [21]. 
In the database community, query languages for complex objects with non-recur- 
sive types were extensively studied [3,33,32,43,46,26-291 and languages with recur- 
sive types were discussed in [21,34] but not fully investigated. In the companion 
paper [34], we presented the results concerning algebraic and calculus languages with 
recursive types. In this paper, we study deductive query languages with recursive 
types. 
Relational database queries were originally introduced by Chandra and Hare1 
[16,17] as mappings from relational databases to relations that are “generic”, i.e., 
commute with the permutations of the underlying domain. The notion was naturally 
generalized to complex objects in [33] where it is shown that complex object lan- 
guages express exactly the set of “elementary” queries, i.e., queries of hyper-expo- 
nential data complexity [51]. The query notion was further extended to databases 
with recursive types independently in [34,21]. Dahlhaus and Makowsky [21] consid- 
ered directories, which are databases over a single universal recursive type, and que- 
ries over them and proved that an extension DL of Chandra and Harel’s QL [16] to 
directories expresses exactly all computable directory queries. On the other hand, 
[34] used an extension of the complex object model [3] with a universal recursive type 
and showed that: (1) recursive types do not increase expressive power of the complex 
object algebra but raises the expressive power from elementary queries computable 
queries once the loop construct 5 is added; and (2) the complex object calculus with 
recursive types has expressive power equivalent to the arithmetical hierarchy [48]. By 
focusing on the deductive languages for complex objects, this paper provides an in- 
teresting complement to the results in [34]. The results reported both here and in [34] 
confirm that adding recursive types yields considerably more expressive power. 
4 Recursive types were later eliminated in FAD [22,23]. 
5 The loop construct can be simulated by the powerset operator in the context of complex objects [29]. 
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In the formal development of the paper, we focus on a very general family of re- 
cursively defined types, called r-types, which generalize that of complex object types 
of [3,33]. In our setting, essentially any recursive complex object type is subsumed by 
some r-type; our characterizations thus provide upper bounds on the expressive 
power of languages supporting essentially arbitrary frameworks for recursively typed 
complex objects. On the other hand, all of the characterizations of expressive power 
are robust in the sense that they continue to hold for all recursive complex object 
typing disciplines discussed in the database literature. 
Query languages provide notations for expressing database queries. It is impor- 
tant to provide the user with declarative languages. The failure of having an effective 
semantics of the calculus for recursively typed complex objects naturally leads to the 
question on deductive languages in this context. In the literature, several deductive 
languages incorporating the set construct have been suggested: COL [5], BK-calculus 
[13], LDL [14], the recursive language of [3], etc. The first focus of this paper is to 
study the expressive power of two extensions of COL with recursive types under 
the stratzfied and inffationary semantics (respectively). We prove that both extensions 
express exactly the class of computable queries. For completeness, it is also stated 
that in the case of non-recursive types, COL under inflationary semantics has the 
same expressive power as under stratified semantics. Analogous results hold for 
the recursive language of [3]. This provides an interesting contrast to the fact that 
in the relational model the stratified DATALOG with negation is strictly weaker 
than inflationary DATALOG with negation [38,39,9]. We also note here that for 
DATALOG with counting the two semantics again yield the same expressive power 
[25]. Recursive types increase the expressive power of query languages in a way sim- 
ilar to “invented values” [33]. More recently, invented values in the deductive lan- 
guage ILOG [36] were studied in [15]. 
The proofs of the characterization results for COL extensions to recursive types 
use a technical tool called “domain Turing machine” developed in [34]. Briefly, a do- 
main Turing machine differs from a conventional Turing machine by allowing the 
input alphabet to be infinite and having a register. Using two generic symbols, the 
transition function can still be finitely described. By the equivalence between domain 
Turing machines and conventional Turing machines established in [34], the use of the 
former with infinite alphabets greatly simplifies the proofs. 
The second focus of this paper is on the deductive language BK-calculus of [ 131 
for recursively typed complex objects. The language is distinguished by its use of 
the sub-object relationship instead of equality (=) in defining the semantics of rule 
application. As a result, the techniques appropriate for studying its expressive power 
are significantly different from that for the other languages with equality-based se- 
mantics. On one hand, when provided with suitably encoded input, we prove that 
the BK-calculus can simulate arbitrary Turing machines. Thus the data complexity 
is unbounded. On the other hand, when restricted to relational input and output, we 
show that the expressive power of the BK-calculus is equivalent to a natural variant 
of the conjunctive queries of [ 181. More interestingly, this variant is strictly weaker 
than the conjunctive queries; in particular, it cannot compute the natural join. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces basic concepts of the 
model of recursively typed complex objects, the notion of a query and the two classes 
of queries: computable and elementary queries, and domain Turing machines. Sec- 
tion 3 presents definitions and results for extension of COL with recursive types as 
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well as COL for non-recursive types under the inflationary semantics. The BK-cal- 
culus is presented and studied in Section 4. Conclusions are included in Section 5. 
2. Preliminaries 
In this section, we define the “complex object model” with recursive types, “query 
functions”, and the classes of “computable and elementary queries”. We also briefly 
review “domain Turing machines” originally introduced in [34], which are used in 
proving the results on deductive languages. The presentations of terminology for 
COL and the BK-calculus are in Sections 3 and 4 (respectively). 
We assume that U and P are two disjoint countably infinite sets of atomic objects 
and predicate names (respectively). To introduce recursively typed complex objects, 
we define the following single “unrestricted” recursive type, which can be used as 
“leaves” in types which are otherwise non-recursive. The results obtained here gen- 
eralize to essentially any family of types that has at least one recursive type. 
Let 0 denote the smallest set such that: 
?? uco; 
?? {o,,... ,o,,}~Oifn>Oando~~Oforeachl<i<n;and 
?? [o,, . . , o,] E 0 if n > 1 and oi E 0 for each 1 < i < n. 
The equality between objects in 0 is defined naturally. The type system is defined as 
follows. 
Definition 2.1. The family of r-types is defined recursively as follows: 
1. U is the atomic r-type; 
2. 0 is the universal r-type; 
3. {z} is a set r-type if z is an r-type; and 
4. [z,, . . . ) ok] is a k-ary tuple r-type if k 3 1 and ri is an r-type for each 1 < i < k. 
Two r-types are equal if they are the same syntactic object. An r-type is$ut if it is a k- 
ary tuple r-type of the form [U, . . , U], which is also denoted as Uk. An r-type is non- 
recursive if it does not contain the r-type 0. 
By the definition, non-recursive r-types correspond to complex object types of 
[3,33,28]. 
Definition 2.2. The domain of an r-type r’, denoted dam(T), is defined recursively by: 
1. dam(U) = U; 
2. dam(0) = 0; 
3. dom({z}) = {{o,,. . . ,o,} ) n 3 0 and oi E dam(r) for each 1 <iin}; and 
4. dom([zl, . . . , T,]) = { [ol, . . . , o,] 1 Oi E dom(ri) for each 1 < i < H}. 
Each element in dam(z) is an object of r-type z. Any finite subset of dam(z) is an in- 
stance of z. Let inst(z) denote the family of all instances of z. 
Example 2.3. Let a, b,c, be constants in U. The following are objects of r-type 
z = [U, 01: 
]a, 4, [h kc 41, [c> Lb> b, a> 111 
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but these are not: a, [a], [a, b,c,]. Let c( = ala2 . ..a. be a finite string over U where 
n > 0. The following presents three naive ways to encode x into an object of r-type 
r, 0 and (0) (respectively): 
[%[~2>.‘A4llll, [%~2,...r4, {aI, {az,. . . , {@I>)>. 
With the above definitions, we now define database schemas and instances. 
Definition 2.4. A database schema is a sequence D = (pi: ~1). . ,p,,: 5,) such that 
~1. . .p,, are distinct predicate names in P, and 51, . . . , 5, are r-types. The schema D 
is flat if each zi (1 < i < n) is flat. A (database) instance of D is a sequence 
d = (p1: II ~ . ,pn: I,,) where 1, E inst(ri) for each 1 6 i < n. The family of all instances 
of D is denoted inst(D). 
Finally, we define the notions of “active domain” of an instance and “constructed 
domain” of an r-type with respect to an instance. The former is the set of atomic ob- 
jects used in building an object (or instance) of a type (or database schema), and the 
latter is the set of all objects built using a given set of atomic objects. 
Definition 2.5. The active domain of an object o, denoted adorn(o), is defined 
recursively by: 
1. If o E U then adorn(o) = (0); 
2. if o = [o,, . . ? o,] is a tuple, then adorn(o) = U, $, ~ n adom(oj); and 
3. if o if a set, then adorn(o) = Uo,_adom(o’). 
The active domain of an instance I of an r-type 7 is defined as adorn(Z) = 
UoE, adorn(o). The active domain of a database instance d = (PI : 1, : . . . ,p n: I,*) is 
ado44 = u, <,<n adom(Z,). For each finite X C U and r-type z, the constructed do- 
main of 7 using X is co11s,(X) = {o E dam(z) 1 adorn(o) 2 X}. 
In this paper, database queries are viewed as mappings from database instances to 
instances of types. Let D be a database schema and 7 an r-type. A database mapping 
f from D to 7, denoted f : D -+ 7, is a partial mapping from inst(D) to inst(z). Since 
database queries treat data objects in an uninterpreted way, database mappings are 
required to be “generic” in the following sense. 
Definition 2.6. If C C U and f is a database mapping, then f is C-generic if 
,f o p = p of for each permutation 6 p of U with Vx E C, p(x) = x; f is generic if it is 
C-generic for some finite C. 
For our purpose of investigation, we focus on those functions whose domains are 
flat databases (instances of flat database schemas) and ranges are flat relations (in- 
stances of flat r-types). 
Definition 2.7. A database mapping f : D -+ 7 is a query function if f is generic, D is a 
flat database schema, and 7 is a flat r-type. 
’ p is extended naturally to databases 
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We now introduce two interesting classes of queries: “computable” queries and 
“elementary” queries. Let the class of hyper-exponential functions hypi(i E N) be de- 
fined such that hype(n) = n and hyp[+,(n) = 2hJfi(n)3 for i > 0. 
The family of “computable queries” was introduced in [ 161 and also studied in [8]. 
It is essentially the class of generic database mappings which are computable by Tu- 
ring machines. Variations depending on classes of input and output schemas have 
been studied, and [9] considered both non-deterministic and deterministic mappings. 
The family of “elementary queries” arises naturally in the query languages for com- 
plex objects [33,43]. Roughly speaking, this family contains queries whose time (or 
equivalently, space) data complexity [51] are elementary functions. 
Definition 2.8. The class +? of computable query functions is the set of query functions 
which are Turing computable. The class B of elementary query functions is the set of 
query functions in Q? which have hyper-exponential time (or space) data complexity. 
A query (in some language) is a syntactic expression. With associated semantics, 
each query expression realizes a generic database mapping. As our focus is on query 
functions which are from flat schemas to flat r-types, we consider only query expres- 
sions with that property in the remainder of the paper. 
Definition 2.9. Two query languages Li and L2 are equivalent if they realize the same 
set of query functions. L1 is no more expressive than L2 (Ll CL,) if each query 
function realizable in LI is also realizable in L2. LI is g(b)-equivalent if it realizes 
exactly the set of all query functions in g (respectively 8). 
The notion of %-equivalence has been called “computationally complete” in other 
investigations. When the context is clear, both query functions and query expressions 
are referred simply as queries. 
We shall discuss deductive languages for recursive types, like extended versions of 
COL [5] and BK-calculus [13]. Two extensions of COL will be introduced briefly in 
Section 3 which have stratified and inflationary semantics (respectively). The com- 
plex objects of [13] are not typed. The set of objects together with the “sub-object” 
relationship forms a lattice. BK is a rule-based language with a fixpoint semantics. 
Informally, a query consists of a set of rules. An application of rules is to find all 
valuations such that the tails “match” 7 the database and then take the least upper 
bound of the heads. The BK-calculus is reviewed in Section 4. In our investigation, 
we view each query expression in COL and BK as a query with a special predicate ans 
for output. 
“Domain Turing machines” (domTMs) were introduced in [34] and are a variant 
of Turing machines which is focused on database manipulations. Unlike convention- 
al Turing machines, the tape alphabet of a domTM includes the (infinite) domain U 
while the transition function is still finitely expressed with the help of two “generic” 
symbols (ye, K). The main advantage of domTMs is that they can be used to simplify 
the proofs of the results of form “a query language expressed all queries computable 
’ In BK, this is based on the sub-object relationship instead of equality. 
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by Turing machine in C” where C is a complexity class that is log-space or higher. 
We review domTMs and provide an example here; detailed discussions of domTMs 
can be found in [34]. 
In order to handle infinitely many symbols in the alphabet, each domTM also has 
a “register” that can store any single letter of the alphabet. Formally, a 
(deterministic) domain Turing machine (domTM) (relative to U) is a sextuple 
A4 = (K, W, C, 6: qS, qh) where 
1. K is a finite set of states. 
2. W is a finite set of working symbols. (In the current discussion we assume that W 
includes the distinguished symbols ‘,‘, ‘0,‘)‘) ‘[‘,‘I’, ‘0’ and ‘1’ which are used for 
encoding input and output, and also fl.) 
3. C c U is a finite set of constants. 
4. qS E K is the start state. 
5. qh E K is the unique halting state. 
6. 6 is the transition function 
from (K-(h)) x (WUCU{q}) x (WUCU{q,rc}) 
state register tape symbol 
to Kx (WUCu{q,rc})x (WUCU{~,K})X{L,R,-}. 
nc1v : state register tape symbol kdd moving left ngh, or no morr 
In a transition value 6(q, a, b) = (q’, a’, b’, dir), b = IC only if a = 9; q E {a’, b’} only if 
u E {a, b}; and K E {a’, b’} only if K E {a, b}. 
A4 has a two-way infinite tape and a register. An instantaneous description (ID) of 
M is a quintuple (q, a, LX, b, B) where q is a state; a E W u U U { fl} is the register con- 
tent; c(, p E (W U V)* and b E W U U such that the tape contents are ab/?, where the 
tape head position is the specified occurrence of b. (We assume the usual restriction 
that neither the first symbol of LX nor the last symbol of p is #.) A transition value 
6(q, a, b) = (q’, a’, b’, dir) is generic if v E {a, b}. Intuitively, a generic transition value 
is used as a template for an infinite set of transition values which are formed by let- 
ting q (and K if it occurs) range over (distinct) elements of U - C. At the beginning of 
a computation the register holds p. Under these provisions, a computation of M is 
defined in the usual fashion. 
Example 2.10. We define (parts of) a domTM M which computes ai=s(R) of a 
ternary relation R. This domTM will have no constants (i.e., C = 0). The input of M 
will be an enumeration of tuples in R. The transition function 6 includes 
(1) 6(%> $1 [) = (41, !% L 4 
(2) b(ql> I, 0 = (41, fl> (>R) 
(3) d(ql> Cl ~1 = (42, ul, Y, R) 
(4) ~(qz,r,,) = (qr,vl,,,R) 
(5) a(@, rl> K) = (q3, v, &R) 
(6) ~(qz,yl>v) = (q3,v,r,R) 
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(7) d(q3r ul, ( 1 = (q3, Y, ,1 R) 
(8) f%93, YI, VI = (Sl: kt vl, fq 
(9) S(q3, II> fc) = (41, I> V,R) 
(10) 6(c/l> !%)I = (41, &)!R) 
(111 d(ql, &I) = (q4, I.l>@ 
Here transitions (1) and (2) get to the first atomic object of the input encoding. Tran- 
sition (3) “remembers” that atomic object in the register. Transitions (4)-(7) skip 
over the second coordinate of the tuple. Transitions (8) and (9) compare the third 
coordinate of the tuple with the register contents; if they match transition (8) leaves 
the tuple unchanged, and if they do not match transition (9) changes the third coor- 
dinate to v so that it can be deleted later in the computation. Both of these transi- 
tions also replace the register contents by g. Transition (10) reads over the ‘)‘, and 
transfers control back to transition (2). The end of the input is detected by transition 
(1 l), which turns control over the state q4. Although the details are not included 
here, the computation from state q4 erases the tuples marked by a $ in the third co- 
ordinate, and arranges the remaining tuples so that they are listed without separa- 
tion. 
The correspondence between domTMs and queries is not complete, since the in- 
put symbols are still ordered and the mappings computed by domTMs may depend 
on the input order. For this reason, we restrict to input-order independent domTMs 
that operate on enumerations of databases (tuples, relations) [34]. 
Proposition 2.11. [34]. The family of mappings computable by input-order independent 
domTMs is %?. The family of mappings computable by input-order independent 
domTMs in hyper-exponential time is 8. 
3. Deductive languages and computable queries 
We consider in this section two natural generalizations of COL [5] to recursively 
typed complex objects. The main result is that the two generalizations, with stratified 
and inflationary semantics respectively, are g-equivalent. For completeness, it is 
shown here that under inflationary semantics, COL with non-recursive types is cs”- 
equivalent. Thus, COL with the new (inflationary) semantics is equivalent to the 
original COL of [5] and a collection of other languages for complex objects listed 
in [27]. We also mention an enriched stratified semantics for the generalized COL 
which yields a language which is equivalent to the arithmetical hierarchy. These re- 
sults also hold for the generalizations of the recursive language of [3] to include re- 
cursive types. 
For clarity, we denote the original COL as ,,COL and the extensions to r-types as 
,,COL in the remainder of the paper. We begin with a presentation of a straightfor- 
ward generalization, rtCOL, of ,,COL to r-types. Although a complete exposition of 
the original ,,COL for non-recursive types is presented in [5], the presentation here 
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should suffice to introduce the reader to both forms of COL (with and without re- 
cursive types). The result on stratified ,,COL for r-types is then presented. Inflation- 
ary versions of COL for both recursive and non-recursive types are then introduced, 
and the results about them presented. 
,,COL is a DATALOG-like language for complex objects, which permits set-val- 
ued “data functions” in both input and computation, and which permits negation in 
the rule bodies. The syntax of ,,COL uses: 
constants, i.e., elements of U; 
typed variables (typed by r-types); 
typed predicates for equality ’ (=,.,.‘.? for each pair of r-types ZI, ~2 such that 
do+,) n HOW+,) f 0) and set-membership (E,,,,.? for each pair of r-types TV. TV 
such that there are u E dom(zi) and v E dorm such that u E ~7): 
typed predicate symbols; 
typed function symbols of three kinds: 
o data functions (with domain rl!. . . , t,, and range (5)) for r-types 71. . T,,. T. 
0 tuple constructors [I,,. ,,,, ~,, 
0 set constructors 9 { 1,. 
Terms are constants, variables, or data functions applied to terms (respecting the 
typing requirements). Following [5], we write [t,, . . tn] for [I;,,, ,,,,(t, ~. , t,,) and 
{ti.. . .t,,) for {},(t~, . . ,L). 
There are three kinds of positive literals (again respecting the typing require- 
ments): (i) p(t,, . . , t,,) for a predicate symbol p, or (ii) s =T,,T2 t, or (iii) s E,,,,~ t. If 
$ is a positive literal then -$ is a negative literal. The subscripts indicating type 
are dropped if defined by the context; we use the abbreviations # and $. A term (lit- 
eral) is ground if no variables occur in it. Two ground terms {t,. , tn} and 
{s,. . , s,,} are identljied if the sets {t, , . . . , t,,} and {s,. . . , s,,} are equal, or consist 
of pairwise identified terms. This ident$cation is extended recursively when these 
terms occur as subterms. 
An atom is a positive literal with form p(t), . , tn) or t E F(t, , . . . . t,,) for some da- 
ta function symbol F. A rule is an expression of the form A t L, , . . L,, where A is 
an atom and Lj is a literal for each 1 < i < n. In this rule, A is the head and L, , . L,, is 
the body. A (,,COL, ,,COL) program is a finite set of rules. 
Let P be an ,,COL program. The set of predicate, data function, tuple constructor 
and set constructor symbols of P is denoted LP. The (Herbrand) base of P is the set of 
all ground atoms constructed using constants (from U) and LP. An interpretation 
(over LP) is a finite set of ground atoms constructed using arbitrary constants, the 
tuple and set constructors, elements in L P, and set-membership predicates. For an 
interpretation I and predicate symbol p3 I(p) denotes the set {[o,. , o,,]l 
P(Ol> . . % 0,) E I}. (In ,,COL, interpretations are also restricted to be finite. At the 
end of this section we briefly explore the implications of permitting infinite interpr- 
etations in the context of recursive types). 
Let P be a fixed ,,COL program. A ground substitution is a (partial) mapping 0 
from variables to ground terms over LP (respecting the typing of the variables). If 
’ The reason for having two r-types is that it is possible for an object to be of two distinct r-types. 
9 In ,,COL, the type system is slightly more general than non-recursive types defined in Section 2. In 
particular, ,,COL supports finitely heterogeneous set types r = {TI.. Tag} with domain ./P(~;_,dom(s,)i. 
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I is an interpretation over Lp, the valuation corresponding to 6’ and I is a function 0, 
from the set of terms to the set of ground terms over Lp defined as follows. 
?? 8, is the identity for constants, and e,(s) = 0(x) f or each variable in the domain of 
0; 
?? 0,([t,:. . . t,J) = [h(t,): . . , O,(L)] and h({t~, . , t,,}) = {&(t,), . . . , h(tJ>; 
?? d,(F(t,, . 1 tn)) = {t 1 [t E F(N,(t,). . ,d,(t,,))] E I} (the right-hand side of the 
equality is viewed as a single term). 
Valuations are extended to positive and negative literals in the natural manner. Fi- 
nally, satisfuction (k) and its negation (P) or a rule or program by an interpretation 
are then defined in the classical way [44]. 
Let P be a program and I an interpretation. We use adom(I, P) to denote the set of 
constants occurring in I or P. The immediate consequence operator Tp is defined for 
interpretations Z over Lp by 
( 
A+L ,:.... L,,EP, 
TP(~) = h(A) 0 is a ground substitution with range 2 adom(Z, P), and 
O,(L,) EIforeachl<i<n 1 
if this set is finite, and is unde$ned otherwise. Following ,,COL, we include the re- 
striction that the range of substitutions be contained in adom(I,P); this effectively 
yields the active-domain semantics - adorn(o) C adom(P,I) for all objects a con- 
structed by P on I. (As a comparison, Tp(I) is always defined in ,,COL.) 
We also define the poic’eus of operator Tp on interpretation I by 
TP I‘o (I) = I 
G I‘+,, (0 = MTP T,, (I))" (G tn (I)) 
TP T,,, (1) = U,jQ,r,ci,, Tp Tn(I) 
If T, T,, (I) is undefined for some n < cu, then Tp J’, (I) is undefined for each m > n, 
and so is Tp t,,, (I). (Note that in cOCOL, all of these are defined and furthermore, for 
each interpretation I this sequence will converge after a finite number of steps.) 
Example 3.1. Consider the program PI with the single rule 
p([Sx].y. [nJ.z]) +I?(x: [w.y].z) 
where X,_Y,Z are of r-type [O]. u’ of r-type U,p a predicate symbol of r-type [0, 0, 01, 
and $ is a constant. If I is an interpretation containing the single atom p([$], t. [$I), 
where t = [a,. [q. [. . . , [a,,, [S]] . . .I]] is an encoded sequence, then T, rj (I) is defined 
for each j 3 0. and the sequence converges after n steps. Specifically, after n steps p 
will include the triple ($“, [$I, t”), where tR = [a,, [. . . , [al, [$I] . .]] and $” = 
[$ [$, [. ! [ES; [$I] .I]] (with n S’s). 
Let the program P2 contain the following two rules: 
4(@ $1) + 
9([$7 Lwll) +- q(x*.Y) 
where q is of r-type [CT. 01, x of r-type U, and y of r-type 0. Then for each inter- 
pretation I and each n L 0, Tpz TCnrlj (I) is defined and properly contains 
TP? Tc,,, (0; and Tpz tl,,) (1) IS undefined since P2 has only infinite models. 
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Finally, suppose the program P3 consists of the single rule “Y(X) + x = x” where 
both x and r are of r-type 0. Then on any interpretation I with non-empty active do- 
main, T,,(Z) is undefined. 
We now introduce definitions concerning stratification. This follows the general 
approach pioneered in [4,52], and as relativized to complex objects in [5]. The defined 
symbol of an atom p(t,, . . . , t,,) is p, and of atom t E F(tl, . . . tn) is F. The defined 
symbol of a rule is the defined symbol of the head of the rule. Each predicate or data 
function symbol occurring in a rule is called a determinunt of the rule. An occurrence 
of a determinant predicate p is partial if that occurrence arises in a positive literal. 
The occurrence of a determinant function F in a positive literal t E F(t,, . ~ t,i) is 
also partial. A determinant is partial in a rule if all its occurrences are partial; a de- 
terminant is total in the rule otherwise. 
Let P be a program. For defined symbols X and Y of P, we write X < Y if X is a 
total determinant of Y in some rule of P, and X < Y if X is a partial determinant of Y 
in some rule of P but not a total determinant of Y in any rule of P. We then construct 
a marked, directed graph GP whose nodes are all defined symbols in P, with a direct- 
ed edge from X to Y if X < Y or X < Y. Additionally, murk the edge (X. Y), if X < Y. 
The program P is stratljied if there is no cycle in GP that has a marked edge. (The 
same definitions are used for ,,COL.) 
Let P be a ,,COL program with defined symbols Q. It is shown in [5] that P is 
stratified iff there is a partition Qi H . IA 4/i of Q such that 
l.X~Q,,X<Y+forsomej,i<jandY~Qj,and 
2. X E Qi,X < Y + for some j, i < j and Y E Qj. 
Such a partition induces a partition PI M . &J P, of P, where 1: contains all rules 
which define symbols in Qi. Such a partition is called a stru@cation of P. It is 
straightforward to verify that these results generalize to recursively typed ,,COL. 
Finally, suppose that P is a stratified ,,COL program with stratification 
p = p, u . . . w P,,. Let Z be an interpretation for P. For each 0 < j < n, we define I, by 
Zo=Z and Z,,I=TP,TCu(Zj) foreachO<j<n-1. 
Then Z, is the semantics of P applied to Z under the stratification P. It is shown in [5] 
that the semantics of P on an interpretation Z is the same regardless of the stratifica- 
tion used. We denote this by P(Z). 
In generalizing this to .COL for r-types, it may occur that I, is undefined at some 
stage; in this case the semantics P(Z) of P on Z using that stratification is undefined. 
Using the same approach as in [5], it is straightforward to verify the following. 
Proposition 3.2. Let P be a stratljied ,COL program, P = PI M . k~ P, u stratification 
of P, and I an interpretation over Lp. The semantics ofP on Z under P is defined if and 
only if the semantics of P on Z under any strat$cation of P is de$ned. Zf the semuntics 
of P on Z under P is de$ned, then that semantics is independent of the stratljication 
used. 
Let D = (p,: zI , . . . .p,,: 5,) be a flat database schema. In this case we view pi as a 
unary predicate symbol of type ri for each 0 6 i < n. Also, let ans be a designated 
unary predicate symbol of type z. Suppose that P is a stratified program such that 
p, is not a defined symbol of P for each 16 i < n, and that ans is defined in P. Then 
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P can be viewed as defining a query function from D to z, written P : D + z. In par- 
ticular, let d = (pp1: I,, . . ,p,, : I,,) be an instance of D. The interpretation correspond- 
ing to d, also denoted by d, is {p,([c,, . . . . Q]) / 1 < i 6 n: [cl,. 3 ck] E I,}. If P(d) is 
defined, then P[d] denotes the instance P(d)(ans); otherwise P[d] is undefined. 
We now present the following example to illustrate some r-types whose objects 
can “hold” configurations of domain Turing machines. We then provide the result 
showing that ,,COL with stratified semantics is g-equivalent. 
Example 3.3. Let A4 = (K, W: C, 6: qs. qh) be a domTM. Without loss of generality, 
we assume that K and W are disjoint, (KU W) n LJ = 0, and $ $Z K U W U U. We 
associate to each symbol a E W U K U {$} a distinct element a~ E U. Suppose that 
I,2 are two elements in U. Now let the r-type KY,,, = [U, U]. We encode all symbols 
used by A4 into objects using the function - : W U K U {$} U U + dom(Tsy,) (-(a) is 
denoted as 6) where rl = [lo u] for each a E U and G = [2: uv] for each 
a~KuWu{$}. 
Finally, strings representing tape contents of M are appended by an explicit end 
symbol $, and then encoded into objects of r-type cape = [Tsym, 01 by the function 
^ : (W u U)" -+ dom(T,,,) (^( a is ) d 
1. i = [$:I]; 
enoted as 6) defined as follows. 
2. ri = [Lz, ;] for a E W u U; and 
3. Z = [Cz, 41 for r # f. 
Theorem 3.4. The family of stratljied Tt COL programs is V-equivalent. 
Proof. It is easily verified that for each stratified ,tCOL program P : D -+ z with flat 
input and output, the mapping P[.] is in ‘8 (this remains true if the flat assumption is 
removed). To demonstrate the converse, we describe how a stratified ,,COL program 
can simulate an arbitrary domTM. This simulation has a structure similar to the 
simulation of domTMs by the algebraic language for recursive types used in [34]. 
Let M = (K, W, C. 6, qs, qh) be a domTM which computes a query function 
J‘ : D + T, where D = (p, : zI, . . %p,, : z,!), and let arzs be a predicate symbol of flat 
r-type z. Let $ be a symbol not in W U U, and recall the encoding functions 
I: KU W U {$} U U 4 dom(Tsyn,) and ^: (W U U)* + dom(T,,,,) in Example 3.3. 
Define GD = [Gym : Gym : cape, Gym, Tape]. 
We now define a stratified ,,COL program PM which simulates M. The program 
pw will be the union of the following three parts: 
1. P,,, which transforms the input instance d into a family of enumerations {e}ete, 
each of which can be used as input for M; 
2. Psimu, which simulates individual steps of M (simultaneously for each enumeration 
in e); and 
3. Pout, which transforms the output of M (if any) back into an instance of r as a re- 
sult of f(d). 
We describe each of these components in turn. To provide the intuition of the con- 
struction, suppose that d = (p, : I,!. . ,pn : I,,) is an input instance of the program 
Phf 
pi, assigns to a unary predicate ENC of type Ttape all encodings d of enumerations e 
of d. This is accomplished by first making encodings for each of the input relations 
separately, and then concatenating them. For the first part, suppose ENC, (1 6 j 6 H) 
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is a unary predicate of type Ttape. Now for each 1 gj < n, we first build the set of all 
tuples in relation Zj of d using the rule 
[xI>...,x~] EZNZ’UT~ +pj([~~,...,Xk]), 
where k is the arity of p,, and ZNPU7; is a 0-ary data function with range r-type Uk. 
We now use a binary predicate ZNCj (for incremental) of r-type [{U”}. 0] to subtract 
individual members from Z, and insert them into a list. 
ZNCj(ZNPUT,,j) + 
ZNC,(minud(X, [q,. . . ,zk]),^( [z,?. ,zk]y)) + ZNC&Y,y), [z,, . . :zk] E X 
where the binary data function minusk from {U”} x Uk to {U”} is defined by the fol- 
lowing rule 
~Eminus~(X.t)tsEX,s#t 
and ,^( [z,,.. . ,za]y) = [l. [[l,zr]. [;. [. .! [[i&],] j:y]]. . .I]]]. Finally, we include 
ENC,( [T, [41) + W(O4 
To concatenate the encoded enumerations held in the unary relations ENC, we 
first use the following rules for computing the reverse of the enumerations in ENC, 
foreach l<j<n-1 
REl’Jx, ;) + ENC,(x) 
REV,(x, [u-y]) +- RE~([u>x],y), u # i 
EN?;(y) + REq(i.y) 
where u has r-type [U, U], and x,y have r-type 0. (Since i = [$, $1, the condition u # $ 
in the second rule prevents it from being applicable when the third rule is.) Beginning 
with the contents of ENC,, we prepend enumerations from ENC,,_, through ENC, 
(for 1 <j<n - 1): 
B UZL T, (x) +-- ENC, (x) 
BUILDZNGj(X, y) +-- BUILT,+,(y)> ENC;(x) 
BUZLDZNGj(x. [~,y]) +- BUZLDZNGi([x,u],y); x # i 
BUILT,(y) t BUILDINGi 
The final encoding is now obtained by the rule “ENC(x) t BUILT,(x)“. 
Next we turn to Psi,,. The central predicate here is ID of r-type T,D: Psi,,, will be 
constructed so that ZD(g, ii, $,6, p ) holds iff (q, a, u, b, fl) is an instantaneous de- ‘j; 
scription reached by M when started on some encoding e in e. The predicate ID is 
initialized by 
ZD(4,, 8, $>z) + ENC([i,zl) 
For each move of A4 with form 6(q, a, b) = (q,, aI, b,, -) we include 
ZD(G,,&>&y) +-- ZD(q, ii, x, b,y) 
For each move of M with form 6(q, q, K) = (ql, ti, a. -) we include 
ZD(q,. [l>4,-~~,~) + Wk [I, 4,x, [I, 4,~). 
u#v,u#c I,..., u#c,, v#c,: . . . . t?#C, 
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where u, v have r-type U and C = {cl,. . c,} is the set of constant used by the 
domTM M. 
For each move of form 6(q, r~: a) = (q,, al, q,R) we include for each d E W - {St} 
the rule 
ZZ4@,,&, m4J],&9 -zD(g,[l,u],x,a,[d,y]): ufc I,.... UfC, 
and the following two rules: 
ZD(q,.cl,,[[l~u].x].[l,v],y)~ZD(q.[l,u],x,a,[[l,u],y])!u#cl,...) UfC, 
zD(q,.a,,[[l,u],x],~.i) -ZD(g,[l,u],x,a,i),u #Cl> . ..) zlfc, 
Here the first deals with the situation that the head moves to the position that has a 
constant in U while the second simulates the creation by M of a new blank symbol 
because it is at the right end of the tape. Analogous rules are included for other 
forms of right- and left-moving transitions. 
Finally, we include the rule 
M-OUT( 1, z) + ZD(&, u. i. 1. z) 
It is straightforward to verify that if A4 halts on some enumeration e of d, then M- 
OUT will hold the set (2, 1 .q is the output of M for some encoding e of d}, and oth- 
erwise this strata of &, will have undefined value on input Z. 
We conclude with a description of P,,t. For this we need to extract the tuples en- 
coded by the members of M-OUT and put them into a set of type {U’} (where 1 is the 
arity of T). To this end we include the rules 
DEC(X, { }) +- M-OUT( 1, x) 
DEC(x,plus'(Y, [Z,>. . . ,a])) 
c DEC([(, [p,zl~, [;: [. . . [b,i: r7.41.. 1111~ y) 
yEplus'(Y,t) +l’E Y 
t E plus’( Y. t) +- 
To complete the query, we include the rule “an+) +- DEC(i, Y),y E Y” to produce 
the query answer. 
It can be verified that (1) the program PM is stratified and (2) for each database 
d, PM[d] is defined and equals f(Z) if A4 halts on enumeration of Z, and P~[dl is un- 
defined otherwise. This concludes the proof. 0 
The “inflationary” semantics for DATALOG was introduced in [39,9]. Under this 
semantics, the operator Tp is repeatedly applied to an interpretation until conver- 
gence (if ever). The result will be a model of P, but may not be a minimal model 
of P. It is known that inhationary DATALOG is strictly more expressive than strat- 
ified DATALOG [38,39,9]. After defining the inflationary semantics for ,,COL and 
,,COL we demonstrate that inflationary COL has the same expressive power as strat- 
ified COL in both non-recursive and recursive type cases. 
We begin with recursively typed ,,COL. For an arbitrary ,,COL program P and 
interpretation Z over Lp, the inflationary semantics of P on I, is Pi”“(Z) 
= T, T,,, (I), if defined. (This is always defined in the case of ,,COL.) As with strat- 
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ified COL, if D is a flat database schema and uns a designated predicate symbol of 
flat r-type t, and if P : D -+ z, then for instances d of D we denote the output of 
Pin”(d) on ans by Pin”[d]. 
Example 3.5. Let p, ans be unary predicate symbols of r-type Uk for some k > 1, and 
let P be the program 
INPUT(x) +- p(x) 
uns(x) + -INPUT(X) 
where INPUT is a predicate of r-type Uk. Then P is stratified, and on input d = (p : I) 
we have P[d] = adom(d)k - 1. On the other hand, under the inflationary semantics 
Pi”“[d] = udom(d)k. This is because Tp(d)(ans) = adom(d)k; and so T/, T,,, (D)(ans) 
2 Tp 7, (d)(ans) = adorn(d)? 
Example 3.6. Let CTR be a binary predicate symbol of type [&,,. Gape], and suppose 
that the program P has the following two rules defining CTR: 
CTR(i) t 
CzR([$,x]) +- CTR(x) 
It is easily verified that with any input interpreta_tion I, the presence of these rules 
implies for each i 2 0 that [Tp ti (I)] (CTR) = {$/ ( 1 < j < i} (if defined). Suppose 
now that the only rule of P which defines the symbol X is 
A tL,:...,L,,CzR(~) 
Then [TP Ti (Z)](X) IS empty for each j < m. Thus, the relation CTR can be used to 
delay the construction of data functions and relations for a bounded number of it- 
erations of the application of Tp. (This is reminiscent of a technique used in [8].) 
As a concrete example, let PI be the union of the two rules for C7R given above 
and 
INPUT(x) +- p(x) 
uns(x) + -INPUT(x), CTR($) 
i.e., the result of adding a C712 condition to the second rule of the program P of Ex- 
ample 3.5. Then on all inputs d we have P[d] = P’““[d]. 
Example 3.6 exhibits a technique to delay the evaluation of rules for a fixed num- 
ber of steps. One can also apply the timestamp method described in [7] to delay rule 
evaluation for a variable number of steps (depending on the results at previous 
steps). This method is used in [7] to prove that each stratified DATALOG query 
can be simulated by an inflationary DATALOG program. This proof can be easily 
extended to establish the following (proof omitted). 
Lemma 3.7. The stratljied ,tCOL is no more expressive thun (C) the inj?utionurJ, 
,,COL. 
Theorem 3.8. The family of ,,COL programs interpreted using injutionary semuntics is 
%Y-equivalent. 
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Proof. It is immediate that all mappings with flat input and output defined by 
inflationary ,,COL are in 59 (this again holds without the flat assumption). For the 
converse, since each query function in %? can be realized by a stratified ,iCOL, it can 
also be realized by an inflationary ,,COL program by Lemma 3.7. 0 
For completeness, we consider inflationary ,,COL (i.e., inflationary ,,COL with- 
out recursive types). Clearly, the general technique of simulating stratified semantics 
in an inflationary language applies here and the containment similar to Lemma 3.7 
can be established. Since ,,COL is B-equivalent [33,27,28], we have the following 
proposition. 
Proposition 3.9. The jirmily of ,,COL programs under injbtionary semantics is &- 
equivalent. Thus, ,,COL under injhtionury semantics und under struttjied semantics 
ure equivalent. 
Remark 3.10. In the definitions and results of this section we followed the original 
definition of rtCOL by permitting only finite interpretations. We consider briefly here 
the implications of permitting infinite interpretations in the recursively typed setting. 
(Infinite objects are still prohibited). In the case of stratified semantics, this yields the 
expressive power of the arithmetical hierarchy [34]. A proof of this can be modeled 
after the analogous result for stratified logic programs in [2]. Characterization of the 
expressive power of inflationary ,,COL in this context remains open. 
4. The power of the BK-calculus 
In this section we analyze the power of the BK-calculus [13]. The BK-calculus is a 
deductive language, and was one of the first languages for recursive types (more spe- 
cifically, it uses untyped sets). It is distinguished from most other deductive languag- 
es by its use of a “sub-object” relationship rather than the equality in the application 
of program rules. As a result, BK-programs define monotonic database mappings (in 
the lattice defined by the sub-object relation) even though there are no restrictions 
such as stratification on the use of sets. 
Two main results are presented in this section. The first (Theorem 4.4) focuses on 
BK-programs which map flat input to flat output; under a nominal technical condi- 
tion, it is shown that such programs have expressive power corresponding to a nat- 
ural variant of the conjunctive queries [18]. Significantly, because of the use of the 
sub-object relationship, this variant cannot compute the natural join (Corollary 
4.10). This raises the natural question of the richness of the BK-calculus on unre- 
stricted inputs (i.e., not necessarily flat). Theorem 4.21 shows that BK-programs 
can simulate Turing machines when given suitably encoded inputs. Consequently, 
BK-calculus has unbounded data complexity and it is undecidable if a given BK-pro- 
gram is defined (producing output) over a given database. 
To begin this section we briefly review the core concepts of the BK-calculus. We 
closely follow the development of [13], although some of our notation is chosen to 
parallel the notation used for COL in Section 3. We then introduce the variant of 
conjunctive queries, and state the first theorem. The key concept of “BK-homo- 
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morphism” is introduced and studied, ultimately leading to the proof of the first the- 
orem. The second theorem then follows. 
In the BK-calculus attributes names are associated with tuple components. We let 
A be an infinite set of attribute names, which is disjoint from U. The family of (not- 
necessarily-reduced) (BK-)objects is defined recursively as follows. 
1. Each element of U is an atomic object. 
2. _L and T are objects. 
3. If ol, . , o, are objects and A,, . . ,A, are distinct attributes (n 2 0) then 
[A*:o,,... ,A,: o,,] is a (tuple) object. 
4. If ol, . . , o, are objects (n > 0) then (01,. . . ,o,} is a (set) object. 
A tuple object [A,: or,. . . ,A,_,: o~-~,A,: I,A,+I:~i+l,. . ,A,: o,] is identified with 
[A,:o1,. ,Aj_l:oi~,,Aj+,:oj+,,. ..) A,:o,]. A set object o that includes the member 
I is identified with the set o - {I}. If T occurs within an object, the object is identi- 
fied with T. For a tuple object o = [A, : 01,. . . ,A, : o,], o.A; denotes oi for 1 < i < n. 
The depth of an object o, denoted depth(o), is defined recursively so that 
depth(i) = 1; the depth of all atomic objects is l;depth([ 1) = depth({ }) = 2; the 
depth of T is infinite; the depth of a set or tuple constructed from ol, . . . ~ o, is 
1 + max{depth(o,) / 1 < i 6 n}. The sub-object relationship < is defined recursively 
so that 
1. -L is < every object and every object is < T; 
2. o is a sub-object of o for each object o; 
3. if o and o’ are tuple objects and if o.A < o’.A for each attribute A E A. then o < 0’; 
and 
4. if o and o’ are set objects and if for each ol E o there is an o’, E o’ such that ol 6 o’, , 
then 0~0’. 
We write o = o’ if both o Go’ and o’ 6 o. It is shown in [13] that 6 is reflexive and 
transitive, but not anti-symmetric. To resolve this, attention is focused on reduced 
objects, which are recursively defined by: 
1. 1. T, and atomic objects are reduced. 
2. A tuple o is reduced iff o.A is reduced for each A E A. 
3. A set o is reduced iff each of its elements is reduced, and it does not contain two 
distinct objects ol and o2 such that o1 6 02. 
For an object o the reduced version of o is denoted by red(o). 
(Finitary) union (U) and intersection (n) of reduced objects is defined recursively 
by: 
l.TUo=T,IUo=Tno=o,andl_no=I; 
2. for atomic objects ol and 02, o1 U o2 = o1 if o1 = 02, and = T otherwise; 
o1 n 02 = o1 if ol = 02, and =_L otherwise; 
3. for tuple objects 01 and 02, o1 u 02 = T if there is some A E A such that 
o.A, U oz.,4 = T; otherwise 01 U 02 = o such that o.A = ol.A u 02.A for each 
A E A; o1 no2 = o such that o.A = ol .A n 02.A for each A E A; and 
4. for set objects ol and 02, ol U o2 = red(o) where o is the (set-)union of o1 and 
02; ol n o2 = red(o) where o = {o’, n 0; 10: E ol and 0; E 02}. 
Note that for a finite set S of objects, US is defined as red(US) = u{red(s) / s E S}; 
and that the set {[A: a: B: I], [A: 1, B: b]} is reduced if a and b are distinct atomic ob- 
jects. It is shown in that the family of reduced objects along with 6 , n, and u forms 
a lattice [13]. 
Well-formed formulas (wfss) are defined recursively in the following. 
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1. A variable is a wff, 
2. an atomic object is a wff, 
3. if 4 ,,..., 4, are wffs and A,,.. . ,A, are distinct attributes (n > 0), then 
[A, : q5,, . . . , A,, : +,I is a wff, and 
4. if 4 ,,..., 4, are wffs (H 3 0) are wffs then (4,) . . . , 4,) is a wff. 
For each wff 4, let UP(~) denote the set of all variables occurring in 4. 
A substitution for a wff 4 is a function CJ from UUY($) to the set of reduced objects. 
In this case, g(4) is defined in the natural manner. A (&Y-)&e in an expression 
4 + I.$ where $,& are wffs and OUT(~) C uar($‘). For an object o, the result of ap- 
plying rule ?/ = 4 t 4’ to o is defined as: y(o) = U(g(4) 1 CJ is a substitution for 4’ 
and a(4’) GO}. 
A BK-program is a finite set of rules. For a BK-program Q and object o, Q(o) de- 
notes a “single” application of the rules in Q to o: Q(o) = U{?(o) 1 y E Q}. The clo- 
sure of Q on o, denoted Q(o) is defined to be the least object o’ 3 o such that 
Q(o’) < o’, if any such object o’ exists. 
In analogy with logic programming and ,,COL we define the immediate conse- 
quence operator T, for a BK-program Q so that T,(o) = Q(o) for each object o. 
The powers of T, are defined by: 
TQ to (0) = 0, 
TQ 'I(/+,) (0) = T'(T' ti (0)) U Ty T, (o), if defined 
TQ to, (0) = TQ tn (0) where n is least such that 
TQ tn (0) = rQ t cn+,j (0) if one exists. 
If TQ t,, ( ) d fi d o IS e ne an n is least such that T, t, (o) = T, fn+, (o) then we say that d 
the T, t, (o) sequence converges at n. A result lo in [13] implies that if Q (0) is de- 
fined, then T, t,,, (o) is defined, and Q(o) = T, t,,, (0). 
Intuitively, there are two possible behaviors of the TQ ti (o) sequence in the case 
where it does not converge. First, the sequence of objects oi = T, t, (o)(i 3 0) might 
have no repeats, each one dominating the previous one (see Example 4.6 of [13]). 
Second, there may be some i such that T, tj (o) = T (see Example 4.15(b)). In that 
case, Q( T, ti (0)) = Q(T) should be the union of the set {cJ(~) ( cj +- c$’ is a rule in Q 
and ~(4’) 6 T}. Since all objects are < T this set is infinite, and its union is not de- 
fined. (Note that since all rules 4 t 4’ satisfy our(+) 5 uur(4’), the object o, cannot 
yield an infinite set in this manner unless oi = T.) 
We now turn to analyzing the expressive power of BK in the context of flat input 
and output. To simulate relations we use the following. An attributed relation schema 
is an expression R : [AI, . . ? A,], where the A,‘s are distinct attribute names. If the se- 
quence of labels is understood from the context, this schema is denoted simply by R. 
A tuple object t = [B,: b,, . ,B,: b,,] has type R is b;‘s are atomic objects and 
{B,, . . . >B,} G {A,!. . . , A,,}. In this case, t is viewed to have the null-value on each 
attribute in {Al, . , A,} - {B, , . . . , B,,,}. A (BK-) instunce of R is a set of tuples of 
type R. Finally, if the BK object o = [. . . , R : {t,, . , tn}, .] where tj’s are tuples 
of type R, the o(R) denotes the instance {t,, . , tn} of R. 
‘” In [13] the series is specified as 01 = Q(m).02 = Q(ol). ; this seems to be in error. because it is not 
necessarily the case that Q(o,) > O, for i > 1. 
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Let Q be a BK-program that operates on tuple objects, let D = 
(R, : [A’,, . . . ,A;,], . . . ,R, : [A;, . . . ,A”,“]) be a flat relational schema and R : [Bl, 
. . > B,] a flat relation schema, where the attribute sets of different relations may 
overlap. We now view Q as a mapping from D to R as follows: An input instance 
for this mapping is an instance of the relational schema D, i.e., a sequence 
d = (R, : I,, . . . , R, : I,), where Zj is an instance of R, for 1 < j < n. If Q (d) is defined, 
then Q[d] denotes Q(d)(R). 
The cornerstone of the characterization of the expressive power of the BK-calcu- 
lus on flat input and output is provided by the following variant of conjunctive que- 
ries. 
Definition 4.1. A conjunctive query rule (CQ-rule) from D = (RI : [A:, , A;], . , 
R, : [A;, . . . , A”,“]) to R : [B,, . . . , B,] is a BK-rule of the following form: 
[R: {[Bi,:xl,...,Bi~:~k]}]C[R,: {ti,...,t:,}, . . . . R,: {t’f, . . . . $“}], 
where xi’s (1 <j < k) are (not necessarily distinct) variables, for each 1 < I< II, k, 2 0 
and t:‘s are tuples over attributes A{, . . , AL,. 
Note that if a program Q consists of CQ-rules from D to R, then on a flat input d, 
g(d) is always defined, and is obtained by a single (parallel) application of the rules 
in Q to d. (That is, the T, Ti (d) sequence converges at i = 1.) 
The following example considers a particular CQ-rule, and shows the impact of 
the use of the sub-object relationship when applying it. 
Example 4.2. Let D = (S : [A,B], T : [B, C]) and R : [A, C] be flat schemas, and 
consider a BK-program Q with the single rule 
[R: {[A:x,C:z]}] + [S: {[A:x,B:y]},T: {[B:y,c:z]}]. 
Then on input d with no null values, Q(d) = TQ T, (d) is always defined. We now 
argue that (with a slight abuse of notation) Q[d] = zA(d(S)) x nc(d(T)). To see that 
Q[d] contains the cross-product, suppose that [A: a, B: b] E d(S) and [B: b’, C: c] E 
d(T). Let 0 be an assignment satisfying g(x) = a, o(y) =I and (T(Z) = c. Then 
a([S: {[A:x,B:y]},T: {[B:y,C:z]}])<d, and so a([R: {[A:x,C:z]}]) =[R: {[A:a, 
C: c]}] < Q(d). G’ iven the form of Q, this implies that [A: a, C: c] E Q[d] as desired. 
To see that the cross-product contains Q[d] suppose that r E Q[d]. It follows that 
there is some assignment g such that (1) for some s E d(S), CJ( [A: x, B: y]) < s, (2) 
for some t E d(T), a([B:y,C:z]) < t, and (3) r = a([A:x,C:z]). Let J = [A:s[A], 
C: t[C]], and G’ be defined so that o’(x) = s[A], o’(y) = a(y), and d(z) = t[C]. Then 
r<r’= a’([A:x,C:z]) E Q[d]. Since Q[d] is reduced, r = r’ and, in particular, r is in 
the cross-product as desired. We further note that if input d has null values, then 
Q[d] is the reduced object equivalent to rcnA (d(S)) x n,(d(T)). 
Speaking intuitively, the above example illustrates that using the naive approach, 
BK is unable to “match” pairs of atomic objects based on the equality of related 
atomic objects. As we shall see in Corollary 4.10 below, there is no BK-program that 
computes the natural join, and hence, no program that can do this kind of matching. 
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On the other hand, Theorem 4.21 illustrates a kind of encoding by which BK can 
implement matching of certain structured objects. 
To provide additional intuition concerning CQ-rules we include the following ex- 
ample. 
Example 4.3. Let D = (S : [A, B], T : [B, C]) and R : [A, C] be flat schemas, y1 the rule 
in Example 4.2 and 
y2: [R: {[A:x,B:y,C:z]}] +- [S: {[A:x,B:y]},T{B:y,C:z]}] 
Then for all inputs d, y, (d) 6 y,(d). 
As will be seen below (Proposition 4.14), it is undecidable whether a BK-program 
is defined on a given input. For this reason, our characterization of BK-programs 
with flat input and output is restricted to those programs which are defined on all 
flat inputs. A generalization of this result to programs with some undefined output 
is presented in Corollary 4.12. 
Theorem 4.4. Let Q be a BK-program from D = (RI : [A f , . . . , A?], . . , R, : 
[A;, . . , AZ,,]) to R : [Bl, . . . , B,] that is defined on all inputs without null values. Then 
there is a BK-program Q’ consisting entirely of CQ-rules from D to R such that on each 
input instance d (possibly with null values), Q’[d] = Q[d]. 
The basic notion used to prove this theorem is that of “BK-homomorphism”. We 
introduce that notion now, and prove a series of lemmas about the interaction of ho- 
momorphisms and the application of BK programs. After that, the formal proof of 
the theorem is presented. 
Definition 4.5. A (BK-)homomorphism is a partial function p : U -+ U U {I_}. The 
domain of ,LL is denoted by dam(p). A homomorphism ,D is extended to the set of 
(reduced and non-reduced) objects by setting ~(1) =I, p(T) = T, and defining p(o) 
in the natural recursive manner for each object o satisfying adorn(o) C dam(p). 
Finally, for an arbitrary object o with adorn(o) C dom(,u), p(o) is defined to be the 
reduced object equivalent to p(o). 
The need for p is illustrated by the homomorphism p defined to be the identity 
except that p(c) = a, and the object o = {{a, b}, {c}}; in this case p(o) = 
{{a, b}, {a}} is not reduced, and a(o) = {{a, b}}. It is easily verified that if ,D and 
v are homomorphisms and o an arbitrary object, then p(v(o)) = p(V(o)) = m(o). 
Definition 4.6. A homomorphism p is projecting if for each d E U, either p(d) = d or 
p(d) =I . 
Three straightforward lemmas about BK homomorphisms are now stated. 
Lemma 4.7. Let p be a homomorphism and o and o’ be reduced objects. Then: 
I. Zf o Go’ then p(o) < ~(0’). 
2. ,il(o U 0’) 3 p(o) U p(o’);furthermore, ifo U o’ # T then ,G(o U a’) = p(o) U jl(o’). 
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3. $0 n 0’) < p(0) n p(d). 
4. If u is projecting then $0) < o. 
Proof. This lemma is demonstrated by a straightforward induction on the definitions 
of <, union, and intersection of objects. We include the special case of o U o’ # T in 
item (2) because it will be used below. The analog for item (3) does not hold, because 
_L can occur within a BK-object, whereas if T occurs within a BK-object 0” then 0” is 
equivalent to T. 0 
If p(a) = p(b) = cl then p( [A: a] u [A; b]) = T and ~([ka]) up([A:b]) = [A:c]. 
Also, p([A:a] n [kb]) =I and p([A:a]) np([kb]) = [A:c]. 
Lemma 4.8. Let u be a homomorphism, Q a program, and o an object. Suppose further 
that adorn(o) 2 dam(u) and Q(o) is defined but not equal to T. Then (a) 
i4Q(o)) G QWo,). F ur th ermore, (b) ij’p is an isomorphism or projecting homomorp- 
hism then p(Q(o)) = Q@(o)). 
Proof. For part (a), let S = (a(4) ) 4 +- 4’ E Q and ~(4’) < o} and T = 
(t(4) 1 4 t 4’ E Q and $4’) </i(o)}. Then Q(o) = lJ S and Q@(o)) = lJ T, so it 
suffices to show that fi(lJ S) < lJ T. Since Q(o) is defined, S must be finite and by 
assumption lJ S # T. Thus, p(lJ S) z &l S) = lJ{~(s) / s E S} by Lemma 4.4(2). 
Suppose now that o’ E {p(s) 1 s E S}, i.e., for some 4 + 4’ E Q and some substi- 
tution 0, o(+‘) 6 o and o’ = p . CT(~). Letting z = p . CT, item (1) of Lemma 4.7 implies 
that ~(4’) < P(O) = P(o), whence o’ = ~(4) E T. This implies that l_l{p(s) 1 s 
E S} < U T, which yields the desired result. 
For part (b), if p is an isomorphism and o a reduced object, then $0) = ,u(o) and 
the result is easily established. Suppose now that ,U is a projecting homomorphism. 
Again let S = (g(4) 1 4 + 4’ E Q and ~(4’) Go} and T = (r(4) I 4 + 4’ E Q and 
~(4’) 6 p(o)}. It suffices to show that p(lJ S) > lJ 2’. To this end, let t E T. Then 
for some substitution r, ~(4’) 6 p(o) and t = z(4). Since p(o) Go (by Lemma 
4.7(4)1, r(#) 6 0, and so T($) E s. Since oar(+) C_ var($!r’), adom(z($)) C 
adom(T(#‘)). S’ mce T($') <p(o), {d E U I u(d) = d} 2 adorn@(o)) 2 adom(z(&)). It 
follows that p(t(4)) = z(4). Thus, 
p(lJ S) = U{P. ~(4) I ~(4’) G 0) by Lemma 4.7(2) 
3 U{T(~) ) ~(4’) < p(O)} observations above 
=uT 
as desired. 0 
We present an example for which ,u(Q(o)) # Q@(o)). Let Q be the program con- 
taining the only rule [R : { [C:x]}] + [R’ : { [A:x,B:x]}]; let ,~(a) = u(b) = c; 
and let o = [R’ : {[A: a,B: b]}]. Then @(R : {[C: I]}) = p(Q(o)) < fi(Q@(o)) = Q([R’: 
{[A: c, B: cl}]) = [R : {[C: cl}], which are not equal. 
Finally, we generalize the above lemma to closures of BK-programs. 
Lemma 4.9. Let Q be a BK-program. 
1. Zfboth Q(o) and Q@(o)) are defined, then a@(o)) 6 Q@(o)). 
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2. If Q(o) is dejined and p is an isomorphism or projecting homomorphism, then 
g@(o)) is defined and p@(o)) = g@(o)). 
Proof. Consider part (a). Let o be fixed and suppose that both Q(o) and Q@(o)) 
are defined. Then Q(o) = Te T, (0) and Q@(o)) = TQ T, ($0)) for some IZ, m. A 
straightforward induction using Lemma 4.8 implies that ,G(TQ Ti (0)) 6 TQ Ti (p(o)) 
for each i, which yields the desired result. 
Part (b) is trivial for the case where p is an isomorphism. Suppose now that ,U is a 
projecting homomorphism and that Q(o) is defined. By Lemma 4.7(4), p(o) < o. By 
assumption, the T, ri (0) sequence converges at some n B o. A straightforward in- 
duction using Lemma 4.8 (b) shows that $Te ti (0)) = Te 7; (a(o)) for each i 3 0. 
It follows that the Tp Ti (p(o)) sequence converges after II steps, Q@(o)) is defined, 
and e*@(o)) = iGYM). 0 
Corollary 4.10. Let D = (S : [A,B], T : [B, C]) and R : [A, C] beJat schemas. There is 
no BK-program from D to R which computes the natural join. 
Proof. Suppose that Q is a BK-program from D to R which computes the natural join 
on D. Let d and d’ be the instances with 
d(S) = {[A:a,B:b]}, d’(S) = {[A:a,B:e]}, 
d(T) = {[B: b, C: c]}, d’(T) = {[B: e’, C: cl}, 
where a, b, c, e, e’ are distinct atoms. By assumption, t = [A: a, C: c] E Q[d]. Let ,U be 
the homomorphism such that ,u(b) =_!_ and is the identity elsewhere. Note that 
a(d) = P(d’). Also, p is projecting and so by Lemma 4.9(2), jl(Q[d]) = Q[jl(d)] and 
,il(Q[d’]) = Q[fi(d’)]. Thus, [A: a, C: c] = p([A: a, C: c]) EQ[P(d)] = Q[fi(d’)] = p(Q[d’]). 
Thus [A: a, C: c] E Q[d’] # d’(S) w d’(T). ??
For the next part of the discussion we assume that D = (RI : [At, . . . ,A;,], 
. , &: [~;,...,~;J is a fixed flat relational database schema and R : [Al, . . , A,] 
a fixed flat relation schema. 
One more technical observation is needed. 
Lemma 4.11. If Q is a BK-program from D to R which is deJined on all inputs not 
involving null values, then it is defined on all inputs. 
Proof. Suppose that p(d) is deiined for all inputs d over D with no null values. 
Suppose that d’ is an input with null values. Choose an atom c $Z adom(d’) and let d 
be the result of replacing I by c (everywhere in d’. Then Q(d) is also defined. Since p 
is projecting, Lemma 4.9(b) implies that Q (d’) is also defined (and = a(Q (d))). Cl 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 4.4. 
Proof of Theorem 4.4. This argument uses a technique reminiscent of tableaux 
arguments for conjunctive queries. Let al, . , a, be m (= the arity of R) distinct 
constants, zi , . . . ,z, distinct variables, and 2 the mapping with domain {al,. . . , a,,,} 
such that n(aj) = zj for 1 < j < m. A template is an instance T of D (possibly with null 
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values) such that adorn(T) C_ {al,. . . , a,,,}. For each template T, Lemma 4.11 implies 
that p(T) is defined. Let Q[T] = {tr,. . . , tiT}. For each 1 < i 6 pT, let rr be the CQ- 
rule (abusing the notation in the natural manner): 
[R : {A(t;)}] + A(T). 
The program Q’ is defined to be the set of all such CQ-rules: 
Q’={q(Tatemplateandl<i<pr}. 
Claim 4.12. For each input instance d (possibly with null values), each template T and 
each 1 < i <pT, r:(d) < Q[d]. 
To demonstrate this claim, let d, T, and i be fixed, and let Ye? = Q, +- 4’. Suppose 
that s E {o($) 1 a(@) <d}. It suffices to show that s < t for some t E Q[d]. Let IS be 
chosen so that s = ~(4) and ~(4’) <d. By the definition of r,?, this implies that 
B . L(T) < d. By Lemma 4.9 (a) and the monotonicity of BK program application 
we have: 
cr. W(T)) < P(a. A(T)) <Q*(d). 
I Thus G. A(Q[T]) = 0. A(Q[T]) < Q[d]. 
Now, s = a($) = r~. I+,‘), and tf E Q[T]. This implies that there is some t such 
that s = C-J. A(t,‘) <t E c. A(Q[T]) < Q[d]. It follows that r:(d) < Q[d], and so Claim 
4.12 is established. 
Because Q’ is finite, it easily follows from the above claim that Q’[d] < Q[d] for 
each input instance d. For the opposite inclusion, we establish the following claim. 
Claim 4.13. For each input instance d, Q[d] < Q’[d]. 
Let d be fixed, and suppose that t = [Ai, : bl, . . ,A,,: b,] E Q[d](R) (where the hi’s 
are not necessarily distinct). Let the homomorphism p be defined so that 
p(b,) = b, for each 1 < i < 1, and p(c) = _L for all other constants c. Note that p is 
projecting. Letting d’ = p(d), this implies that d’6 d (Lemma 4.7(4)) and 
PL(QPl) = QlW)l) = WI O- emma 4.9(2)). Since t E Q[d] and p(t) = t, there is some 
t’ such that 
t < t’ E ,iI(Q[d]) = Q[d’]. 
Since adom(Q[d’]) C adom(d’) C: {b,, . . , b,}, we have t = t’, and so t E Q[d’]. 
Since d’ is an instance over (61, . . . , bl} and 16 m = the arity of R, there is some 
template T and some isomorphism 5 mapping d’ to T. Since t E Q[d’], <(t) E Q[T]. 
Let i be chosen so that r(t) = t,?. Then t(t) = tf E rT(T). Lemma 4.8(l) now implies 
that t = 5-l . ;“(t) E t-‘(r,?(T)) <rr(<-‘(T)) = r,?(d’). Thus, t E Q’[d’]. Since d’<d, 
the monotonicity of BK programs implies that there is some t” such that 
t 6 t” E Q’[d]. Since p(d) < g(d) and t E Q[d], this implies that t = t” and so 
t E Q[d] as desired. This completes the proof of Claim 4.13, and of the theorem. 0 
The characterization given in Theorem 4.4 focuses exclusively on BK-programs 
which are known to be defined on all of their inputs. In the following we explore 
the issue of BK-programs with flat input and output which are undefined on some 
inputs, and then present an extension of the above theorem which incorporates some 
of these cases. First, we observe 
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Proposition 4.14. It is undecidable, for a BK-program Q from D to R whether Q[In] is 
dejined, where Ia denotes the input instance such that ZO(Ri) = 0 for each 1 < i < k. 
Proof. This result relies on the proof of Theorem 4.21, which is presented below and 
which does not rely on this result. It is shown in that proof how BK programs can be 
constructed to simulate arbitrary (conventional) Turing machines. We use that 
construction here. In particular, for each Turing machine M let QM be a BK- 
program which ignores the input, and which simulates the operation of M on the 
empty string. In particular, if M halts, let QM give as output R: 0. Then Q~[10] is 
defined iff A4 halts on the empty string; this reduction demonstrates the proposi- 
tion. 0 
The following example illustrates two ways that a BK-program Q might be de- 
fined on some inputs and undefined on others. 
Example 4.15. (a) Let Qi be a BK-program from D to R, and let il,. , i, be a 
subsequence of 1,. . . , n. Suppose that Q includes the rule 
[Simhr : { [ ]>I +- [h, : {XI >, . . . , 4, : {-Q>] 
and also rules that simulate the operation of a Turing machine M on the empty string 
when the condition [SimM : {x}] is met. Assuming that the only part of Q which has 
the potential for leading to an undefined answer are the rules for simulating M, Q will 
be undefined on input d iR (i) Z(Ri,) = 0 for each 1 <j < I, and (ii) M does not halt 
on the empty string. It follows that it is undecidable whether a BK-program will be 
defined on inputs for which a given subset of the input relations are non-empty. 
(b) Let Q2 be a BK-program from RI to R be defined by the rules: 
[B:x] +-- [R, : {[kx]}], 
[R : {[kx]}] + [B:x]. 
Then for each input d over R,, 
This is easily verified for the case where lzAd(R1)( < 1. Suppose that lxAd(Rl)l 3 2, 
and that [A: a] and [A: b] are < d(R1). The result of the first application of the rules 
of Q is 
U{[RI:d(R,),B:a]3 [Rl:dCRI),B:b]} = T 
and so subsequent application of’Q yields undefined. As in part (a), this behavior can 
be used in conjunction with Turing machine simulation to make the issue of Q being 
defined undecidable. 
The kind of situation arising in Example 4.15(b) is not possible in BK-programs 
satisfying the following syntactic condition. 
Definition 4.16. A BK-program Q from D to R is syntactically T-less if each rule r in 
Q has the form 
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[B,: {t; )..., t;,, ,...) Bk: {tf )..., (,}]+t 
for arbitrary terms t, ti and attribute names Bi’s (1 < i < k, 1 < j 6 1,) 
Lemma 4.17. Zf a BK-program Q from D to R is syntactically T-less, then for each 
input d, p(d) is de$ned iY p(d) is defined, where d is defined by 
2(RJ = I[ 1) if44) f 0 0 
otherwise. 
Proof. Since C? < d, if Q (2) is undefined so is Q(d). Suppose now that Q(d) is 
undefined. A straightforward induction based on the structure of the rules in Q 
shows for each i 2 0 that Tp Ii (d) is defined and # T. Thus, the TQ T, (d) sequence is 
infinite and monotonically increasing. 
Since adom(Te ti (d)) C adorn(d) U adorn(Q) f or each i 2 0 and the Q is syntacti- 
cally T-less, there is a monotonically increasing subsequence il( i2, . . . such that 
dePh(Zp Ti, (d)) > depth(% ti,_, (4) f or each j >, 1. Let the homomorphism pi be 
defined so that p,(a) =I for each atom a. Note that pi is projecting and 
uL(d) = d. Lemma 4.8(b) now implies that TQ T, (ii) = pl(TQ Ti (d)) 
for each i 3 0. Since depth(ul(o)) = depth(o) f or all objects o, it follows that 
depth@,(To Tj, (d))) > depth(ji,(T, Ti,_, (d))) for each j 2 1. Thus the TQ T, (2) does 
not converge, and Q(d) is not defined. 0 
Definition 4.18. A looping rule from D to R has one of the following forms (where 
S # R is a fixed attribute name not in D): 
[J’: {[H:x]}] + [Ri, : {x~},...,Ri, : {XI}], 
[S : {[H: a, T: x]}] +- [S: {X}]> 
whereii;....i,isasubsequenceof l,...,nandaE U. 
It is now straightforward to demonstrate the following generalization of Theorem 
4.4 to syntactically T-less BK-programs. 
Corollary 4.19. Zf’ Q from D to R is a syntactically T-less BK-program, then there is m 
BK-program Q’ consisting of CQ-rules and looping rules from D to R such that for each 
input d (possibly with null values), either both Q’[d] and Q’[d] are unde$ned, or both are 
defined and Q[d] = Q’[d]. 
We now turn to the second main result of the section, and present a construction 
showing the BK-programs can simulate Turing machines, if given a suitably encoded 
input. We first introduce some notation, and illustrate a mechanism for simulating 
the testing of equality of constants within the BK-calculus. 
We assume that F E A. Also, for each g E A, let S denote the object 
[g: [ ]] = [g : [F: 111. If v is a variable, then g(v) denotes the term [g : [F: II]]. 
Example 4.20. Let f, g, h E A be distinct and r the following rule: 
[OUT : {[A: i(u)]}] + [IN : {[A:f(u)]}]. 
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r[[ZN: {[A:?]}]] = [OUT: {[A:,f(u)]}]. 
r[[ZN : {[A:g]}]] =I . 
In the first case, a substitution g satisfies cr( [IN : { [A:f( P)]}]) < [IN : { [A:,f I}] only if 
g(r) =1. In the second case, there are no variable assignments (7 such that 
g( [IN : {[A: f( u)]}]) < [IN : {[A: g]}] . This illustrates how objects 2 for g E A can be 
used as constants. 
Theorem 4.21. The language qf’ BK is complete in the set oJ’ Turing computable 
,functions. i.e., jbr euch (conventional) Turing machine A4 there is a BK-program Q!u 
that simulates M. Furthermore, QM can he constructed in polynomial time in the .sire of 
M. 
To prove the theorem we describe a framework for simulating Turing machines 
with BK. The proof is concluded after demonstrating a key lemma (Lemma 4.22). 
We now describe how BK-program can be set up to simulate Turing machines. To 
this end, suppose that M = (K, Z, r; 6, so, sh) is a (conventional) deterministic Turing 
machine with states K, input/output alphabet C, tape alphabet r > C, start state so 
and halting state .q,; and that A4 computes a (partial) function from C’ to C*. In par- 
ticular, we assume that A4 is started in state so reading the blank symbol immediately 
left of the input, and that if it halts then the tape is blank except for the output, and 
the tape head is reading the blank symbol immediately left of the output string. (The 
assumptions about input and output IDS are for technical convenience only.) 
Let Corz = K U r u {$}, where $ $! r, and suppose without loss of generality that 
Con C A. For each string cx = ala2 a,, E r*, n 3 0, let ji denote the object 
1 1 LT: [H:$]J 
For each integer i > 0, let i^ denote 8’. Note that I+$ and j$i^ whenever i # j. 
We now describe a BK-program QM that simulates M. The main component in 
QM is the 5-ary relation ID, which will hold IDS of M along with a counter indicating 
when the ID was reached. On input CI E C* for A4 we use as input for Q,w the object 
State : So, 
Left : [H: $1. 
oq= ID: 
: (: 
Letter : 3: 
:I: 
. 
Right : i, 
Ctr: [H: $1 
Intuitively, after applying QM there will be a correspondence between Stuples in ID 
and ID’s that A4 reaches when started on input r. In particular, the 5-tuple 
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[State : S, Left : j?, Letter : ii, Right : 9, Ctr : $ corresponds to the ID (s, 8”. a. 7) 
reached on the ith step of the computation of A4 on a. 
In QU we include the rule 
State : 4,. 
Le.ft : [If: $1, 
[OUTPUT z j-1 c ID z 
: 1: 
Letter : j. 
Right : y_ 
Ctr : z I 
As we shall see, if M halts on the input CY, then Q;,(Ol) is defined and OUTPUT holds 
the encoded output of M. 
Q,L, will include one or more rules for each value of the transition function 6. Sup- 
: L: 
State : 4;(u). 
Left : x. 
ID : Letter : C(c), 
Right : [H: L(G), T:y], 
Ctr: [H:$: T:z] _ 
and also the rule 
k +- ID 
pose that 6(q,a) = (q’,b, -). Then we include the rule 
-ID: (%!;;I +- -ID: [-2;;:[. 
Suppose now that 6(q, a) = (4’. b, L). Then for each c E r we include the rule 
L<ft : [H:?(c), T;x]. I 
Analogous rules are included for transitions in which the tape head moves right. 
Lemma 4.22. For each i 2 0, 
State : q’. 
Le,fi : p’. 
Letter : u’. E TQ 1‘t (oz)(ID) - TQ Tri-l, (~z)(lD) 
Right : ;I’. 
ctr : 1 
#‘there is u computution with length i of A4 on input r that ends ,c,ith the ID(q, p, u. y), 
nowhere q’ = (5, p = p. u’ = fi, ;” = f, and l = 2. 
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Proof. Let oj denote TQ Tj (0,) for each j 3 0. The claim is clearly true for the case 
j = 0. Suppose inductively that the claim holds for i - 1 where i > 0 is fixed. For the 
if direction, suppose that there is a computation of M on input c( with length i which 
ends with the ID (q, /I, tl: y), and define q’, /?‘, u’, 7’ from q, /I, u, y as in the claim. Let 
(q1.8,. ~1.7,) be the ID occurring in the computation immediately before (q, B, u, 7). 
Letting q/1 ! /Li”, , u{, y{ be defined from 91, PI, UI, y, in the natural fashion, the inductive 
assumption implies that [,Szate : q’, , Left : /I’. Letter : u’, Right : ;I’] E q-1 (ID)- 
oi_~(lD) (Note that oj(ZO) = 0 for j < 0 by definition). Using the value of 6 which 
takes (41: Bly ~1, ?I) to (9, B, u, y) it is now easy to find the rule of &, which justifies 
the inclusion of [State : q’! Left : /II’% Letter : IA’. Right : y’% Ctr : i) into o;(ZO). 
Now suppose that tl = [State : q{: Left : B’, Letter : u’, Right : y’, Ctr : z] 
E q(ZD)- CI-~ (ID). Since tl does not involve the set construct (and by the form of 
the rules in &,), [ZO: {t}] E {CT(~) 1 C#J + 4’ IS a rule in eM and a(4’) < o,_r }. There- 
fore, there is some rule r = 4 +- 4’ in & and substitution g such that 
r~(4) = [ID: {t}]. By the form of rules in &,a($‘) = [ID: {sr}] for some 
sl = [State : q’,: Left : fi{, Letter : u{: Right : y{, Ctr : 1’11. Because ~(4’) < of-1 there 
is some s2 = [State : 4;: Left : &, Letter : ui, Right : ;I;, Ctr : l;] E oi-l (ID) - 
0,_2(ZD). By the inductive assumpfion there are q2, /j2, 24, and y2 such that 
q; = q2. /Ji = 2, ui = c2, 7; = y^2, and 12 = irl; and a computation of A4 on 2 with 
i steps ending with the ID (q2, /I?, u2, y7). Given the form of 4’ and since 
c@‘) = SI Gs2: it is easily seen that there is an assignment CJ~ such that 
g2($‘) = s?. Let t2 be chosen so that ~~(4) = [ID: { t2}]. From the choice of c2 we have 
tl < t2 and t2 E oi(ZD). Since tl E o!(ZD) this implies that tl = t2. Finally, the definition 
of rules in QM and the choice of g’z imply that I = i^ and that there are q, fl, u, 7 cor- 
responding to q’, /I’, u’, 7’ with the desired properties. Cl 
Proof of Theorem 4.21. Let A4 and CI be fixed. Suppose that the computation of A4 on 
o, does not terminate. Then the TQ Ti (ur) sequence is monotonically increasing (in 
particular, depth(TQ Ti (o?)) 3 depth(i) + 3 = i + 6 for each i 3 0). Thus, &(02) is 
undefined. 
Suppose on the other hand that M halts in ZD(q,,, E, I, y) after i 3 0 steps. 
Then [State : qh, Left : i, Letter : p: Right : $, Ctr : 4 is in r, Ti (4VD) 
-TQ T(,-,, (G)@). Also, since M has no move out of qh, T, fci+,) (ol) = 
TQ t, (0,) = TQ r,,] (0,) = p(o%) is defined. It now follows that Q(ox)(OUTPUT) = 
9 as desired. 0 
5. Conclusions 
Query languages with recursive types have been studied in [21,34] and in this pa- 
per. In particular, this and the companion paper [24] considered a data model that 
extends the complex object model of [3] with a hereditarily finite set construct and 
their query languages in the well known three styles: algebra and calculus [34] and 
deductive (this paper). Two kinds of deductive languages are studied. The query lan- 
guages of the first kind are natural extensions of COL [5] (or the recursive language 
of [3]). For these languages, the addition of recursive types raises the expressive 
power to the class of all computable queries. The results are not surprising and 
the role the recursive types play is similar to that of invented values [9,15]. 
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The second kind of languages are a result of applying the theory of domains tra- 
ditionally used in the denotational semantics of programming languages to the da- 
tabase context [12]. For this reason, it is interesting to understand the impact the 
domain theory on query languages in terms of their expressiveness and complexity. 
We studied in detail the BK-calculus as a representative in this class and found that it 
is rather unique. On one hand, it loses the ability to express the natural join; on the 
other hand, its data complexity goes too arbitrarily high. The latter is seemingly due 
to the recursive types in a similar way to the COL extensions. The former appears to 
be a consequence of using the Hoare ordering for sets [12]. It remains an interesting 
question to fix the problem and we believe [12] may be a good starting point. 
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